Abstract-We describe and demonstrate a hierarchical reconstruction algorithm for use in noisy and limited-angle or sparseangle tomography. The algorithm estimates an object's mass, center of mass, and convex hull from the available projections, and uses this information, along with fundamental mathematical constraints, to estimate a full set of smoothed projections. The mass and center of mass estimates are made using a least squares estimator derived from the principles of consistency of the Radon transform. The convex hull estimate is produced by first estimating the positions of support lines of the object from each available projection and then estimating the overall convex hull using prior shape information. Estimating the position of two support lines from a single projection is accomplished using a generalized likelihood ratio technique for estimating jumps in linear systems. We show results for simulated objects in a variety of measurement situations and discuss several possible extensions to the work
call the mass and center of mass constraints, specified by the Ludwig-Helgason consistency conditions of the Radon transform [l] , [2] . It is also consistent with an estimate of the convex support of the object derived directly from the measurements, in that its values are nearly zero for lines that miss the estimated convex support. Finally, it is smoothed by incorporating prior probabilistic knowledge using a Markov random field, optimally removing the contributions of noise. The object estimate is then produced using convolution backprojection applied to this estimated sinogram.
Limited-angle and sparse-angle problems occur often in practice, For example, a limited-angle problem occurs in cardiac CT imaging, where the carriage containing the X-ray emitters and detectors can only travel part of the way through the full angular range before significant heart motion occurs [ 3 ] . In combustion analysis, the time and energy constraints are often so severe that acquiring a sparse data set is unavoidable [4] . Noise is another problem that arises in different ways, depending on the application. For example, in X-ray applications a low dose or high sample attenuation will cause the measurements to be dominated by the photon statistics of the X-rays [5] . In synthetic aperture radar problems, receiver noise, clutter, and jamming all contribute to the overall noise that obscures the desired signal [6] .
Many researchers have proposed solutions to the limitedangle and sparse-angle problems, although few have also dealt explicitly with noise. Solutions tend to fall into two categories: transform techniques that incorporate little a priori information and finite series expansion methods that may incorporate a priori information as constraints or probabilities. The transform techniques are usually single-pass direct reconstructions while the finite series expansion methods are usually iterative. Among the transform techniques are the pseudoinverse of the 2-D Radon transform [7] , [SI, , analytic continuation in the Fourier plane [lo] , and the method of squashing [ll] . The finite series expansion methods include linear minimum variance methods [12] , [13], projection onto convex sets (POCS) [14] , [15] , the Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm [16] , [17] , iterative pseudo-inverse methods [ 151, [ 181, and Bayesian methods [19] , [20] . POCS in particular has shown great flexibility in dealing with known geometric constraints and with noise. The basic principle of POCS is that each piece of a priori knowledge must be represented by a convex set onto which the current image (or sinogram) estimate can be projected. It has been shown that if the intersection of these convex sets is nonempty then the sequence of cyclic projections will converge weakly to a point in this intersection [21] . In addition to these two general approaches there are other approaches that depend upon severely restricting the class of objects to be reconstructed. For example, Rossi and Willsky [22] use hierarchical maximum-likelihood methods to estimate the position, radius, and eccentricity of objects with a known unit profile such as the unit disk. Soumekh [23] , Chang and Shelton [24] , and Fishburn et al. [25] have investigated reconstruction of binary objects from a small number of projections.
The hierarchical algorithm described in this paper was designed to address several problems common to many of the existing algorithms mentioned above. For example, one of the major problems in methods that iterate between the object and projection spaces is reprojection error [26] . This problem is particularly bad when noise is present in the measurements [13] . One elegant way to avoid this problem proposed by Kim, Kwak, and Park [27] , [28] , is to iterate entirely in projectionspace, incorporating certain object constraints mathematically, without reprojection. Our method is also a projection-space method, although it is not a POCS method as in [27] and [28] .
Another problem with many, but not all, of the existing limited-angle algorithms is that they do not account for noise in an optimal sense. Although it is possible to modify POCS to account for noise processes [29] , it does not make optimal (in a Bayesian sense) use of known noise statistics together with a priori knowledge. Minimum variance and Bayesian methods do take noise processes into account, but rarely have the capability to account for additional geometric knowledge as is done in POCS and our method. Parts of our method are Bayesian also, using the maximum a posteriori criterion, which specifies optimum solutions accounting for both the noise process and a priori knowledge.
Finally, a vital part of many POCS algorithms, the Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm, and some iterative pseudoinverse approaches is the necessity of having known convex constraints, and in particular, having knowledge of the object support or convex support. Medoff [15] notes that one way to acquire this information is to have "a radiologist determine the outer boundary of the object." Aside from the fact that this is a potentially time-consuming process for a busy radiologist, the image that the radiologist uses to generate this boundary must be created before any correction has taken place, and therefore can be expected to be rife with artifacts from both noise and limited-angle measurement geometry. One has therefore introduced a potential source of error in this seemingly innocuous step. Our method instead estimates the convex support of the object directly from the projection measurements using prior probabilistic knowledge of the general shape to be expected. We then use this estimate to assist in a projection-space reconstruction algorithm. In most real problems, we expect to have a discrete version of a sinogram, sampled for many values o f t and 8. We define a finest-grain sinogram to be one that is known over the rectilinear lattice of n d (odd) uniformly spaced points in the t-direction and n, uniformly spaced points in the &direction. Our observations, both limited-angle and sparse-angle, consist of measured (and therefore possibly noisy) sinogram values over a subset yo of this finest-grain lattice. More precisely, we assume that the observations are subject to noise and are given by be reconstructed and assumes that the object is centered at the origin and has unit mass. It then specifies a Markov random field description of sinograms which incorporates this prior geometric knowledge and allows optimal recovery of the full sinogram using Bayesian techniques. The object itself is then reconstructed using convolution backprojection. The need for this detailed prior geometric information, however, precludes its use as a stand-alone procedure for processing raw projection data. This paper addresses this problem by presenting methods to estimate the mass, center of mass, and convex support directly from the available projection data, thus providing a complete hierarchical reconstruction algorithm.
An object generally is not centered at the origin and generally does not have unit mass. If the mass and center of mass are known, however, the raw projections can be easily modified to appear to have been acquired from such an object. In Section I1 we present methods to estimate the mass and center of mass from the available data and to scale and shift the projections to correspond to a unit mass object centered at the origin. The mass and center of mass estimation methods are based on the principle of least squares estimation.
In Section I11 we describe an approach that estimates those values of t within each projection that prescribe the support lines of the object as viewed from the angle of the projection (see Fig. 1 [32] and [33] , which presented methods to estimate the convex support from noisy and incomplete measurements of the support values of an object. In [32] , the nature of support value inconsistency was demonstrated, and a maximum-likelihood method to estimate consistent support values given complete observations was presented. Extension was made to incomplete data in [33] , where prior knowledge of the shape of the convex support was used in a maximum a posteriori formulation. The resultant collection of consistent support values is called a support vector. The largest convex set having support values determined by the support vector is then used as an estimate of the convex support of the object. Given this background, it is easy to see how a hierarchical reconstruction algorithm can be put together. In the first phase, the mass and center of mass are calculated from the raw projection data. The center of mass is then used to adjust the sinogram data to correspond to an object centered at the origin; the measured projections are divided by the estimated mass to form a unit mass object. In the second phase, the support values are estimated from the available (adjusted) projections. These support values are used to produce a support vector which immediately gives an estimate of the object's support. The third phase restores the finest-grain sinogram using this derived geometric information, and the fourth phase reconstructs the object using convolution backprojection. The following three sections give a more detailed presentation of the ingredients comprising the hierarchical algorithm.
MASS AND CENTER OF MASS ESTIMATION

A. Mass and Center of Mass
Conventional tomographic reconstruction algorithms, such as convolution backprojection (CBP) [ 5 ] , which attempt to invert the Radon transform, require the availability of a complete set of projection data in order for the inversion to be possible. Consequently, their use in limited-angle or sparseangle situations requires that some accommodation be made for the missing data. The simplest approach is in essence to set the missing measurement values to zero by applying the inversion operator only over the available measurement set. Such an approach is well known to produce a severely distorted reconstruction, and while other simple schemes typically lead to some improvement, serious degradations are still present. Similarly, the presence of significant measurement errors in the projection data can lead to pronounced distortions or artifacts in the resulting reconstructions [34] . One of the reasons for the presence and level of severity of degradations in each of these cases is that the inversion operation is being applied to a data set that could not be the Radon transform of any object. Specifically, a function g ( t , 0) that is a valid 2-D Radon transform and satisfies certain mild regularity conditions must also satisfy the Ludwig-Helgason consistency conditions [l], [2] , which specify an infinite set of constraints on certain moments of g ( t , 0 ) .
It is possible to use a large number of Ludwig-Helgason moment constraints in a reconstruction strategy (cf.
[8], [35] ), but in this paper we concentrate on just the two lowest order constraints. These constraints give rise to the mass and center of mass sinogram constraints, which are given by (4) and where (6) and
The sinogram restoration algorithm, which comprises a part of the overall hierarchical algorithm, uses these two constraints in order to guarantee a consistent sinogram estimate, which significantly reduces the degradations and artifacts caused by noisy andlor missing data. These constraints also have simple geometric interpretations, and m and c can be easily and reliably estimated from the available projections, as described below.
B. Mass and Center of Mass Estimation
The mass and center of mass of the object are estimated directly from the projections using least squares. We assume that the mass constraint given by (4) may be approximated by the summation Substituting the observed projections y(ti, 0j) for the true projections g ( t i , 0j) yields a system of equations that may be solved for m using least squares. Accordingly, the mass estimate is (9) which is proportional to the average of all the observed line integrals.
To estimate the center of mass, we first approximate the integral in ( 
C. Object Centering and Mass Normalization
Using the mass and center of mass estimates, the measured projections are shifted and scaled so that the center of mass of the object is at the origin and the mass is unity. The modified projections are given by
This processing is done so that the convex support estimation stage and sinogram estimation stage may assume the object to have unit mass and to be centered at the origin. After the sinogram processing, the full set of estimated projections are shifted back using a similar equation.
IV. SUPPORT VALUE MEASUREMENT
The convex support of an object is estimated in two stages. The first stage measures two support values from each available projection, and the second stage estimates a complete, consistent collection of support values. In this section we present an algorithm for support value measurement based on detection of jumps in linear systems. A method to adaptively estimate the error in these measurements is also presented, and simulation results are presented. The second stage, outlined in Section V, estimates a complete feasible support vector from these support value measurements using the methods of [32] or [33] . We begin with a more precise discussion of what is meant by convex support.
A. Convex Support
One very useful way in which to interpret the Radon transform consistency constraints is that they provide prior information that in essence reduces the number of degrees of freedom that must be recovered from the measurement data. A second piece of prior information which can be of significant value for the same reason is knowledge about the support 7 of the function f ( z ) to be reconstructed, i.e., the set of points where f ( z ) may be nonzero. In particular, our algorithm makes use of information about the convex support of f ( z ) , i.e., the convex hull of 3, 3c = Iiul(3). For any set S, the As shown in Fig. 1 
Therefore, for a given object support set 3, we think of 6 as the matching region of support in Radon space. This region is readily identified in Fig. 2(b) as the region that is not black-i.e., where the sinogram values are nonzero. If, however, the support of f(z) is not a connected set, as in Fig. 2(c) , it is possible for sinogram values within G to be zero, as in Fig. 2(d) . Therefore, G is not necessarily the actual support of g ( t , e), but it does contain all the points (t, 0) for which g ( t , 0) is nonzero. Although 3 uniquely determines 6, it is clear from the geometry (see Fig. 1 ) that 4 uniquely determines only hu1(3), not 3 itself. This is why in this paper we are primarily concerned with the convex support of f(z), since this is what may be determined directly from knowledge of 6, which may in turn be estimated directly from the projections.
B. Knot-Location Method
In this section we model a projection g ( t ) as a continuous piecewise-linear waveform as shown in Fig. 3 . Such a function is called a linear spline; it is composed of a set of linear functions that connect a series of points called knots, so that the resultant function is continuous but its slope has an abrupt change at each of the knots. Two support values for this projection are determined by estimating the positions, t-and t+, of the two outer knots.
Our knot-location method is based on the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) techniques developed by Willsky and Jones [36] for detecting abrupt changes in dynamic systems, and later applied to spline estimation by Mier-Muth and Willsky [37] . (It is worth noting that other computationally efficient methods for maximum likelihood estimation of knots exist [38] , [39] .)
Our approach is to run a Kalman filter, starting at t = -T, assuming an underlying signal model corresponding to a linear rump waveform (initialized with slope = 0). The innovations of the Kalman filter, which should be a zero-mean white Gaussian sequence, provide the basis for estimating the point at which the true signal deviates from the assumed model-i.e., the point at which the slope changes suddenly. The first such point yields the point t-. The point t+ is found by running the filter backwards starting at t = T and finding the first knot in the backwards direction.
As discussed in [37] , a linear spline with a single knot can be described by the following two-dimensional discrete state with certainty the initial spline parameters and thus initialize the Kalman filter as follows:
In order to determine whether a jump has occurred we examine the innovations sequence which will deviate from the statistics given above if a jump takes place. In particular, given our single jump model of (16) it can be shown that the true innovations sequence takes the form [40] $2) 
where S(.) is the discrete impulse function, a is the height of the discontinuity, k is the discrete position of the knot
and
1 2T/nd 1 1 .
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The problem of fitting such a linear spline to an observed data sequence y ( i ) corresponds to estimating the parameters of (16)-namely the initial conditions and slope, and the knot location k and jump height a-assuming that the data are noisy measurement of the spline, i.e., y(2) = hTz(i) + v ( i ) (17) where hT = [l 01, and w ( i ) are zero-mean white jointly Gaussian random variables with variance R = 02. In our problem the y(i) represent the projection measurements y ( t i , 0,) as a function of i for each fixed 0j.
The first step in the knot location algorithm is to run the following Kalman filter on the data:
where k(il I ) is the best estimate of z ( i ) given y ( l ) , . . . , y(l), y ( i ) is the innovations sequence, and K ( i ) is the Kalman filter gain. Assuming that there is no jump (slope discontinuity), the innovations sequence is a zero-mean, white, jointly Gaussian random sequence whose variance V ( i ) is given by
where the error covariance P(ili -1) may be computed together with the Kalman gain K ( i ) using the following recursive algorithm:
Because a projection is zero outside the disk of radius T and since we may take T to be as large as necessary, we know where G(i, k ) and F ( i , k ) are both 0 for i < k and F ( i , i ) =
Equation (20) is the key to the GLR knot-location method. Through this equation, we see how to form the ML estimate of a, assuming a jump occurred at time k in the filter's past for each current time index of i of the Kalman filter. Actually, to reduce the required computation, at each point i we look for possible jumps only over a trailing window
. . , i -N } of length N in the filter's past. Then using the ML estimate of a for each k E W ( i ) , we form the GLR for the hypothesis that a jump actually occurred at k . If the GLR exceeds a preset threshold then a jump is deemed to have occurred. The above calculations are given by the following equations each evaluated for all IC E W ( i ) [37] 
where &(i, k ) is the ML estimate of a assuming that a jump occurred at time IC, and l ( i , k ) is the logarithm of the generalized likelihood ratio for this event. The best estimate of the locution of a jump is then given by
Then, to decide whether a jump has actually taken place we use the following threshold rule
C. Jump Threshold
Specification of the GLR threshold E is an important consideration since if too low, noise will often produce an inaccurate knot estimate, and if too high, it is possible that no knot will be found in the entire projection. We now describe an adaptive method to choose this threshold that has worked well in practice.
Since the mass of each projection is the same, we might expect that a projection with a small support width would rise rapidly at the support values in order to include the required mass, and this would correspond to a large value of N and a corresponding large value of l(z. k(z)). In contrast, a projection with a larger support width might riseA less rapidly, and would correspond to a smaller value of l(i. k ( i ) ) . A simple estimate of the width of a projection is given by the approximate second moment of a normalized (to unit mass), shift-corrected projection as follows
The max{ } function is included since it possible that elements of ?/ are negative, and therefore that m,(O) might otherwise be negative.
The second moment in (25) is roughly equivalent to a variance calculation, and the quantity is analogous to a standard deviation, which serves as an approximate measure of the width of the projection. If p is large, then the projection is wide and the slope change at the support value is probably small. Therefore, we want to specify a GLR threshold E that is relatively small. Using similar reasoning we conclude that for small p , the threshold E should be large. After some experimentation we have chosen the function ~( p ) depicted in Fig. 4 . Since p is a measure of the width of the entire projection, E is used as the threshold value for both the forward and backward stages of the knot-location algorithm (i.e., for measuring both t-and t+.)
D. Performance
It is important in our hierarchical approach to be able to assess the performance of the support value measurement method so that this information may be used by the subsequent support vector estimation stage. The accuracy of the support value measurements clearly depends not only on the variance of the additive noise but also on the characteristics of the underlying projection, particularly at or around the true support value. Indeed if these characteristics were summarized, say in a template model, one could compute a Cramer-Rao bound specifying these dependencies in a quantitative manner. Unfortunately, these characteristics can vary widely from projection to projection even for the same object. Thus it is essential that we have a method for determining the quality of our support measurements directly from the projection data. In this section we present a method to obtain such an estimate of the error variance arising from the knotlocation algorithm described above. In doing this we do not assume any prior shape information at this stage, so our estimate is made completely on the basis of statistics available during processing, and, in particular, on the shape of the log-likelihood function. If the log-likelihood function is sharply peaked at its maximum then we presume that it is a good estimate; if it has a shallow maximum then we presume that the estimate is not as good. Follow@g this principle, we fit a downturned quadratic centered at k to the log-likelihood function that was evaluated over the window
W ( i ) ,
and the coefficient of the quadratic term yields our error variance estimate. It is worth noting that this quadratic fitting method can be viewed as a signal-adaptive estimate of the Cramer-Rao bound.
Let IC E W ( i ) be our estimate of the knot location, made when the Kalman filter has progressed to the zth index. We wish to fit a downturned quadratic of the form
to the data l(i, k ) so that, in particular, we may determine a.
To make this fit, we minimize
with respect to a and c, yielding
Our estimate of error variance 0," for the support estimate is Support value measurements are indicated by diamond markers in each of the panels in Fig. 5 . The error bar centered directly above each of these symbols has a length of two (error) standard deviations. In most cases, the estimated values are within three standard deviations of the true values; but, as one would expect, the size of the error increases as the noise variance grows. Also, the error bars are longer in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) than those in 5(a) and 5(b). This agrees with our intuitive reasoning that it should be more difficult to detect the onset of a projection of the broadside of the ellipse versus the head-on projection, given the same noise variance (since the broadside projection has a more gradual rise than the head-on projection).
In Section I1 we noted that a collection of support value measurements may not be self-consistent. Fig. 6 shows two noisy MIT-ellipse sinograms together with the full set of knot-location support value measurements shown using thin white curves. The SNR of the underlying sinograms, using the definition of SNR given in Section VI, are given by (a) 10.0 dB and (b) 3.0 dB. The thick white curves represent the collection of support values prescribed by the support vector-i.e., the consistent set of support values-that is closest to the measured values. These curves also correspond to the constrained maximum likelihood (ML) support vector estimate [32] . Clearly, the thick curves are different than the underlying thin curves, which means that the measured support values are inconsistent in each panel of this figure. The set defined between the top and bottom thick white lines constitutes 8, which should ideally contain all pixels with nonzero values. The performance of the knot-location algorithm is noticeably worse in Fig. 6(b) , but the constrained ML support vector estimate does not show the same qualitative degradation. Since the constrained ML algorithm does not use any prior geometric information, this shows that utilization of support vector consistency alone adds considerable robustness to errors in the knot-location measurement process.
V. HIERARCHICAL ALGORITHM
A block diagram of our hierarchical algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 . Each block represents a significant stage which either estimates a new parameter or set of parameters or transforms the data in some fashion; blocks that correspond to prior work are shaded. Where required, an estimate of the reliability of the information is also passed between the blocks. In this way, poor estimates are not viewed as perfect by subsequent processing stages, and extremely good estimates are given greater weight in subsequent blocks.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the overall processing is divided into four stages: (a) sinogram preconditioning, (b) sinogram restoration, (c) sinogram postconditioning, and (d) object reconstruction. In (a) the mass and center of mass are estimated directly from the available measured projections as described in Section 111. These quantities are used to center the coordinate system by shifting each projection to correspond to an unit mass object centered at the origin, yielding 6. vector estimation estimates a support vector h, which is used to define a corresponding segmentation of the sinogram. This segmentation is used by the block labeled sinogram restoration to estimate a full sinogram. Support value estimates, required for support vector estimation are provided by the new block labeled support value estimation, as described in Section IV. The knot-location threshold is determined adaptively in the block labeled threshold estimation. Stage (c) takes the restored sinogram as input and rescales its mass to the estimated mass and restores the coordinate system to the estimated center of mass. Finally, stage (d) performs convolution backprojection on the restored sinogram to reconstruct an object estimate f .
The hierarchical algorithm requires several user inputs (see Fig. 7 ): y, p, 7, and K . The parameters y and , l ? specify sinogram horizontal and vertical smoothness, respectively, as described below. Currently, these parameters must be fixed a priori, although in principle they could be estimated hierarchically using any one of several parameter estimation schemes [41] , [42] . The parameter T symbolizes prior shape information which is required for support vector estimation from incomplete data; it includes both the choice of a method and one or more parameters associated with the chosen method. The parameter K specifies a measure of confidence in the support vector estimate. A large K indicates great confidence in $; a small K indicates little confidence in 8. The overall performance of the hierarchical algorithm is affected by how well the parameters we use represent the truth; in our experiments they are empirically adjusted to match the class of objects and imaging geometry used in the experiments. (See [32] and [33] for detailed discussions of the effects of parameter selection on the MAP sinogram estimation algorithm and the support vector estimation algorithm, respectively.) For completeness we now provide a brief description of two of the blocks that are derived from other works: sinogram restoration and support vector estimation.
A. Sinogram Restoration [31/ that minimizes
We take the restored sinogram to be the function g ( t , 0) subject to the condition that each projection has unit mass and center of mass at the origin, and subject to the boundary
Here, n, 0, and are positive constants. The first term in I , which integrates over the set yo, represents a penalty that seeks to keep the estimate close to the observations. The second term integrates over the complement of the estimated region of support to attempt to keep sinogram values outside the region of support small. The final integral contains two terms involving the square of the two partial derivatives of g , which provides a smoothing effect in both the t and 0 directions. The boundary conditions indicate that line integrals are expected to be zero outside a disk of radius T centered at the origin, and that the sinogram is periodic as prescribed in the Ludwig-Helgason consistency conditions. The numerical solution to this variational problem was shown in [31] to be equivalent to the maximum a posteriori solution of a probabilistic formulation in which the sinogram is modeled as a certain Markov random field.
It was shown in [31] that the restored sinogram g(t, 0) must satisfy the original constraints and boundary conditions and the following second order partial differential equation (PDE) where X G and Xlr are indicator functions of the sets and YO, respectively. The solution must also satisfy the additional boundary condition a g ( t , O ) / a k = a g ( -t, T ) / & . Equation (29) contains three unknown functions: g ( t , 0) and two Lagrange multiplier functions Xl(I9) and A,(0), one for each constraint. If the Lagrange multiplier functions were known then the restored sinogram would simply be the solution of the PDE (29) , which may be solved by any of several well known numerical methods. Although these functions are not known in general, good initial estimates of these Lagrange multipliers often exist [43] . Primal-dual optimization methods can then be used to iteratively converge to the solution, as described in [31] .
B.
Support Vector Estimation 1.121, [33] Since 
In [32] it was shown that a support vector must belong to a particular convex cone C c Rhf. Therefore, not all vectors constructed from the support values measured from an observed sinogram can be expected to be support vectors: they may be inconsistent. Furthermore, incomplete data problems yield only measurements of a subset of the elements of h.
The formulations in [32] and [33] reconstruct an Mdimensional support vector h based on K 5 M noisy measurements. The measurements are modeled as
where U is a zero-mean jointly Gaussian vector with co-
specifying the elements of h that are measured. The loglikelihood I( h) is readily formed from this observation model; however, it has a unique maximum only if S = I , i.e., complete observations. In this case, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate is defined as the support vector in C that maximizes l(h), which we call the constrained ML estimate. In the special case where the noise covariance is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix then the constrained ML estimate is exactly the vector in C that is closest to the measurement Z. If S # 1 then the observations are incomplete-e.g., the data are sparse-angle or limited-angle. In this case, a unique solution can be found using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion, which requires the specification of a prior probability on support vectors. Several such choices are explored in [33] .
In the examples of Section VI we use the joint ellipse (JE) algorithm to estimate support vectors from support value measurements [33] . This algorithm assumes that the true support vector is near that of an ellipse, but the parameters of the ellipse-i.e., position U , orientation (6, eccentricity E , and size t-are unknown. The JE algorithm jointly estimates the ellipse parameters and the support vector by solving minimize allSh -Z(I2 + (1 -a ) ( J h -e ( v , t , E , 4)112 subject to t 3 0, 0 5 E 5 I, and h E C. Here e(v,t.E.d) is the support vector of the ellipse with the given parameters and (Y is a constant in the interval [0, 1] . Thus the optimal h represents a vector that is close to the available observations, but is also near the support vector of some ellipse. A tradeoff between how well each condition is matched is provided by 0, which we set to 0.5 in all of our experiments below. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The MIT-ellipse shown in Fig. 2(a) was chosen for experimentation because the loss of data over different angular regions affects the reconstructions in different ways. For example, the absence of line integrals parallel to the long axis of the ellipse causes a lack of information related to the narrow dimension of the ellipse, but retains information about the letters inside the ellipse. In contrast, the absence of line integrals parallel to the short axis of the ellipse obscures the letters, but reveals the narrowness of the ellipse. To synthesize noisy observations we add independent samples of zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance 0 ' to each element of the true sinogram. The resulting sinogram has SNR defined as where g ( t i , e j ) is the true sinogram. For example, 10 dB and 3 dB sinograms of the MIT-ellipse are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6( b), respectively. Two limited-angle and two sparse-angle cases are considered, both using selected projections from the 10 dB noisy MIT sinogram shown in Fig. 6(a) . One limited-angle case observes the left-most 40 (out of 60) projections and the other observes the right-most 40 projections. These cases are generally considered to be severe limited-angle problems since even missing as little as 1% of the data can produce severe artifacts [ 151. One sparse-angle case observes every 4th projection starting with the left column for a total of 15 projections. The second sparse-angle case observes every 6th projection for a total of 10 projections. All projections have 81 samples and all reconstructed images are 81 x 81 pixels.
Applying convolution backprojection (CBP) to the available noisy projections yields unacceptable reconstructions: they are very noisy and full of streak artifacts. ART, the algebraic reconstruction technique, yields only slightly better results, but can be improved by postfiltering each image with a 3 x 3 pixel averaging filter, as shown in Fig. 8 . Similar results can be obtained using quadratic optimization and Bayesian methods [5] . The limited-angle reconstruction shown in Fig. 8(a) shows the most readable letters but loses the narrow dimension of the ellipse. In contrast, the limited-angle case of Fig. 8( b) captures the overall shape of the ellipse quite well, but the letters in the interior are illegible. The two sparseangle cases show degradation of both the overall shape and legibility of the interior letters.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the results of applying the hierarchical algorithm to the same data. Fig. 9 shows restored sinograms with the estimated segmentation superposed. It is apparent from these images that the missing projection data are now filled in. Furthermore, all the sinogram data has been modified during restoration in order to remove the effects of noise, impose consistency, and reduce the amplitude outside the estimated region of support. Fig. 10 shows the objects reconstructed (using CBP) from the restored sinograms of Fig. 9 with outlines of the estimated convex support sets superposed. These images show dramatic improvement in contrast between the object and its background over those in Fig. 8 . Also, the estimates of convex support are nearly perfect, even in the two severely limited-angle cases, and the letters in the interior are generally more legible. The one exception is Fig. 10(a) , where the letters are less well defined than those in Fig. 8(a) , although they do have higher contrast. It should be noted that the application of a post-filter to the original ART reconstructions removes noise at the expense of greater blurring, which reduces legibility. Different filtering or alternate methods can improve legibility, but invariably allow greater noise and reduce the contrast between object and background. Because the JE support vector estimation algorithm was used in the preceding experiments, all the reconstructed objects have nearly elliptical shape. It could therefore be argued that the success of the hierarchical algorithm is strongly dependent on the accuracy of this knowledge. To get a sense of the true degree of this effect we considered two limitedangle, noisy (SNR = 10.0 dB) observations of the two-disk sinogram shown in Fig. 2(d) . Figs. 1 l(a) and 11( b) show ART reconstructions, again followed by a 3 x 3 pixel averaging filter, given observations of the left-most and right-most 40 noisy projections, respectively. Artifacts similar to the MITellipse reconstructions of Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) are apparent, including streaks and low contrast.
The hierarchical algorithm produces the reconstructions and convex support estimates shown in Figs. l l ( c ) and ll(d). As in the previous cases, these results show dramatic improvement in contrast between the object and background, and the streak artifacts and background noise are largely removed. The two convex support estimates are quite different, however. In Fig. ll(c) the available projections do not provide views of the narrowest dimension; therefore, the JE algorithm makes the object shape more like that of an ellipse while approximately maintaining the support values measured from the observed projections. In Fig. ll(d) , the observed projections contain information on both the narrow and wide dimensions, allowing a more accurate convex support reconstruction. Here, the convex support does not look elliptical because the available support value measurements do not agree with that of an ellipse. This is an important demonstration of the fact that prior shape knowledge is used primarily to remove nonuniqueness in the convex support estimation.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a method to estimate and hierarchically incorporate geometric information in a reconstruction algorithm designed for noisy and limited-angle or sparseangle tomography. The method is based on estimation principles, incorporating prior probabilistic information and consistency conditions to overcome problems resulting from insufficient data.
Many variations of the basic algorithm may be considered, and several are discussed in [43] . One variation is to incorporate more specific information about the shape of the objects' convex hull. For example, with the additional knowledge that the object is an ellipse, but without knowing the size, orientation, or position or the ellipse, the algorithm produces nearly perfect support estimation in the experimental geometries and SNR used in Section VI. Another variation is to incorporate more than just the two consistency conditions given by the mass and center of mass constraints. One approach, which eliminates the requirement to specifically estimate the mass and center of mass and yet produce consistent sinograms, is presented in [35] .
Another potential area of future research concerns the coefficient IE., which is used in the sinogram restoration algorithm to indicate the confidence in the given sinogram segmentation. A larger value indicates a higher degree of confidence, so a very large value of K could be used if the true segmentation were known and a smaller value for estimated segmentations. It may be reasonable to let IC vary spatially to account for our varying degrees of confidence in the sinogram segmentation. In particular where there was significant interpolation, we would expect to make ~f. smaller. Also, one might want IC to be small near the estimated support value and increase with increasing t. The rate of increase might be related to the performance measure of the support value estimation algorithm. A heuristic approach has been reported in [44] .
Finally, another area of future research would consider the possibility of spatially varying coefficients p andy. These coefficients specify the expected spatial smoothness of sinograms, which one might expect to be related to the spatial smoothness and shape of objects. Some results along these lines have been reported [45] .
